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Some Plain Facts About

The Cream Separator Awards
AT THE PARIS EXPOSITION.

The very nature of the cream separator business is perforce productive of fraudulent claims and misrepresentation of facts. In the

first place every would-be competitor of the De Laval machines has virtually stolen the ideas which they employ in separator construc-

tion or else appropriated them from the original patents which expired several years ago. In the second place, if the would-be competitors

of the De Laval machines were to stick to the truth in the claims made for their machines they would not sell one in a month at any

price as each of them knows and will privately concede the overwhelming superiority of the modern De Laval machines, which protecting

patents prevent them from duplicating in principle, and low price together with small sales make it impossible for them to approach in

quality and durability of construction. •
Hence there is nothing strange in the misrepresentation and contortion of facts respecting the Paris Exposition awards upon sep-

arators and the misrepresentation in this regard is fairly illustrative of that practiced in other respects, in practically every separator

circular or advertisement put out.

There were five grades of awards at the Paris Exposition: Ist Grand Prize, or highest award, which was confined to one or two

exhibits of undoubtedly superior excellence and great usefulness in each class; 2d Gold Medal; 3d Silver Medal; 4th Bronze Medal, and sth

Honorable Mention—all of these awards below the Grand Prize being awarded rather for the novelty and attractiveness of the exhibit

rather than as a testimonial to the excellence of the device or article itself, as in the case of all large expositions.

Only two Grand Prizes were awarded to cream separators —one to the De Laval machines and the other to a duplication of the De

Laval machines, made under another name, but not known or on sale in this country or in any other where the De Laval "Alpha Disc"

machines are patented.
The lower awards were a Gold Medal to the "Sharpies" and "U. S." machines, together with two makes of foreign separators; a

Silver Medal to five makes of foreign machines; a Bronze Medal to the "American" separator, and Honorable Mention to one foreign make

of machine.

One of our competitors was advised by the Department of Agriculture, at Washington, that "a" cream separator sent to Paris by

him had received "a" gold medal, and ever since he has been advertising and circulating what purports to be a copy of this letter so garbled
and virtually forged as to read that "the" cream separator sent by him had been awarded "the" gold medal; while in addition he has also
advertisingly referred to it at times as the "Grand Prize."

Another competitor publishes the fact of their having receiv ed a Gold Medal in Paris in conjunction with the cut of a cup won by
some butter-maker at a State fair over a year ago, together with the assertion that the prize they received was the highest award made
to any cream separator "manufactured in the United States." This is a technical contortion of the fact that the European De Laval ma-
chines are made in Europe, though precisely identical in principle and construction with the American made ones, the American made
machines being considered superior in finish to the European made ones.

Another competitor advertises the claim of having "captured" the "only" Grand Prize awarded at Paris to a separator of "purely
American manufacture," with no other foundation than the fact that a machine of similar construction to the one in question, but made
wholly in Europe and under a different name, was a small part of a general creamery and dairy apparatus exhibit made by a French cream-
ery supply house, which collective exhibit was awarde- such a prize.

In conclusion, it is interesting to note that the De Laval Working Dairy at Paris was awarded a Gold Medal, in addition to the Grand
Prize to the De Laval cream separators, and that the only Grand Prize award to American made butter v»as to Sam'l Haugdahl, of New
Sweden, Minn., a well-known user of a De Laval machine.
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